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Data-dependent memory accesses (DDAs) pose an important challenge for high-performance graph analytics

(GA). This is because such memory accesses do not exhibit enough temporal and spatial locality resulting

in low cache performance. Prior efforts that focused on improving the performance of DDAs for GA are

not applicable across various GA frameworks. This is because (1) they only focus on one particular graph

representation, and (2) they require workload changes to communicate specific information to the hardware

for their effective operation.

In this work, we propose a hardware-only solution to improving the performance of DDAs for GA across

multiple GA frameworks. We present a hardware prefetcher for GA called Gretch, that addresses the above

limitations. An important observation we make is that identifying certain DDAs without hardware-software

communication is sensitive to the instruction scheduling. A key contribution of this work is a hardware

mechanism that activates Gretch to identify DDAs when using either in-order or out-of-order instruction

scheduling. Our evaluation shows that Gretch provides an average speedup of 38% over no prefetching, 25%

over conventional stride prefetcher, and outperforms prior DDAs prefetchers by 22% with only 1% increase

in power consumption when executed on different GA workloads and frameworks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Graph analytics (GA) is an important and emerging domain for machine learning applications [51],

image recognition [60], recommendation systems [23, 43], social networks [27, 38], and security

threat analysis [48, 65]. The importance of GA has resulted in several works that profile GA on

modern computing platforms to better understand the performance bottlenecks of GA [14, 26, 39,

45, 55]. These works make two key observations. First, GA only spends a marginal amount of time
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on computing, while spending most of the time on data movement through the memory hierarchy.

Second, data movement in GA renders levels of the conventional cache hierarchy that are closer

to the cores (L1, L2) ineffective toward improving their performance [14, 55]. This is because the

data movement in GA largely comprise of data-dependent accesses (DDAs) that exhibit insufficient

spatial and temporal locality for the cache levels closer to the cores to exploit. DDAs are pairs of

memory instructions where the data accessed by the first instruction (referred as producer) is used

to compute the memory address accessed by a following instruction (referred as consumer). As a

result, these cache levels register low cache hit rates for GA workloads, which in turn limits GA

workload performance.

Recent GA-specific micro-architectural techniques mainly focused on improving the perfor-

mance of DDAs [4, 12, 53, 67]. Although these prior techniques delivered performance speedups

for different graph algorithms, their applicability across different GA frameworks is limited for the

following reasons.

First, prior works only focused on a single type of graph representation–the compressed sparse

row (CSR) representation. CSR uses a combination of multiple array data structures. However,

different GA frameworks use different graph representations. For example, graph databases [1,

55] use a combination of arrays and pointers, which is different from CSR. Pointers are key for

supporting dynamic graphs by enabling graph modifications in the form of additions/deletions of

nodes and edges [1, 55]. As a result, different graph representations exhibit different DDAs. There-

fore, prior efforts optimizing solely for one type of DDAs cannot improve performance of other

types of DDAs. As a result, prior works have limited applicability across different GA frameworks.

Second, all prior works that focus on improving GA performance through micro-architectural

techniques require some hardware-software interaction from the GA framework to guide their oper-

ation [4, 12, 53, 67]. Specifically, the software enables the hardware accelerator when it encoun-

ters DDAs. This requires workload changes to communicate the beginning of regions that access

DDAs to the accelerators. Consequently, to use these prior works for other GA frameworks, one

would need to identify the correct locations to insert the necessary hardware-software interac-

tions, which requires a detailed understanding of the GA framework implementations. This is an

additional impediment in applying prior works to other GA frameworks.

It is important to note that devising a method that detects DDAs in hardware without such

hardware-software interaction poses a critical challenge. Notably, the method to detect certain

DDAs must change based on the core’s instruction scheduling capability. For instance, in-order

instruction scheduling simplifies the identification of DDAs, but, that same approach is not appli-

cable to out-of-order instruction scheduling. To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist

an approach to effectively identify DDAs from GA workloads when the cores use out-of-order in-

struction scheduling. Most prior works on improving DDAs sidestepped this challenge either due

to the hardware-software interaction supported by their specific GA framework [4, 12, 53, 67] or

by optimizing primarily for in-order cores [66].

In this work, we design a hardware DDA prefetcher for GA, Gretch, that directly addresses

the two aforementioned limitations. As a result, Gretch (1) is applicable across different graph

representations and identifies different DDAs; and, (2) it does not require any interaction from

the GA framework to identify these access patterns. Gretch uses a novel approach to address the

challenge posed by out-of-order instruction scheduling. This is accomplished by exploiting the

interaction between memory accesses in GA workloads and the behaviour of the conventional

stride prefetcher [21]. Hence, Gretch implements a purely hardware approach to detect DDAs

for GA frameworks that works for both in-order and out-of-order instruction scheduling. Gretch

is positioned next to the level 1 data cache (L1-D), and prefetches data from the lower memory

hierarchy levels (L2 and memory) into the L1-D cache.
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Fig. 1. Graph representations.

We summarize our main contributions as follows.

(1) We describe the challenge in identifying certain DDAs in the presence of out-of-order

instruction scheduling. We describe one technique that addresses this challenge by us-

ing the interaction between the GA’s memory access patterns and conventional stride

prefetcher [21].

(2) We propose a new hardware L1-D cache prefetcher for GA called Gretch. Gretch uses a

unified set of hardware structures to implement an approach to identify different DDAs si-

multaneously. This approach leverages the identification technique from contribution (1)

without needing any interaction from the GA frameworks.

(3) We evaluate Gretch across GA frameworks Ligra [64] and GraphBig [55], and the mainstay

GA benchmark Graph-500 [54]. We also compare against stride prefetching, and various

DDA prefetchers. Our evaluation shows that Gretch delivers an average 25% (up to 89%)

performance improvement over stride prefetching, and 20% (up to 89%) over the next best

DDA prefetcher.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 GA Frameworks

GA frameworks are software frameworks that allow implementing different graph algorithms (GA

workloads). GA frameworks must provide features to meet the demands imposed by their use in a

variety of domains. This has resulted in a variety of GA frameworks. Some examples include graph

databases [1, 25, 55], shared-memory graph processing frameworks [37, 64], and graph benchmark

frameworks [2, 15, 54]. We evaluate our proposed hardware prefetcher using three different GA

frameworks taken from different domains: (1) GraphBIG [55], which is inspired by IBM SystemG’s

graph database [19]; (2) Ligra [64], a highly optimized shared-memory graph processing frame-

work; and (3) Graph-500 [54], a high-performance graph benchmark for ranking supercomputers.

Table 1 describes the GA workloads executed on these GA frameworks.

2.2 Data-dependent Memory Accesses in GA

GA frameworks typically have graph representations with graph structure data (nodes and edges),

and node/edge property data. Structure data stores information about nodes and edges. Property

data, however, embeds semantic information relevant to nodes and edges that is relevant to the

application domain. GA workloads use structure data to explore the graph, and compute using

property data.

Figure 1 (a) shows an example of an undirected graph with its structure data being the connec-

tions, and property being the node color. A GA workload explores a graph by traversing a node’s

edges. Most graph representations use arrays to store the node’s edges to benefit from spatial lo-

cality. The data in the node’s edges encode information about the neighbor node. This is used to
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Fig. 2. Contribution of data-dependent accesses to off-chip main-memory accesses.

extract the property of the neighbor node. Hence, extracting neighbors’ properties in GA work-

loads exhibit DDAs. Consider the neighbor node identifier as an unsigned integer. This neighbor

node identifier is used as an index into an array of node properties as shown in Figure 1(b) re-

sulting in an array-indirect DDA. Another example is a pointer to an encapsulated data structure

that stores the neighbor node’s connections and property as shown in Figure 1(c). Accessing the

property of the neighbor node requires dereferencing the pointer to the structure, and accessing

the property field resulting in a pointer-based DDA.

3 MOTIVATION

Prior works have focused on addressing these DDAs from GA to improve GA performance [4, 12,

53, 67]. In the following subsections, we list two observations regarding DDAs that have received

less attention from these prior works. These observations limit the applicability and performance

benefits of prior works on different GA frameworks. The key design novelties of Gretch are built

on these observations.

3.1 Diversity in Graph Representations

Our first key observation is that different GA frameworks employ different graph representations, and

these different graph representations in turn exhibit different DDAs. Figure 2 shows a breakdown of

the contribution of DDAs due to node property accesses to the off-chip main-memory accesses

across different GA frameworks and workloads. We make two observations from Figure 2. First,

DDAs are a significant contributor to the off-chip main-memory accesses across most GA work-

loads (as high as 82% in PRD in Ligra, 45% on average). As a result, addressing the performance

impact of DDAs is key toward achieving high-performance GA. Second, GA workloads on Ligra

and Graph-500 exhibit array-indirect DDAs whereas GA workloads on GraphBIG exhibit both

array-indirect and pointer-based DDAs. This is because Ligra and Graph-500 use the CSR graph

representation whereas the graph representation in GraphBIG uses a combination of both arrays

and pointers. In GraphBIG, an array-indirect access first retrieves a pointer to the neighbor node’s

data structure, and then a pointer dereference retrieves the neighbor node’s property. As a result,

property accesses in GraphBIG incur both array-indirect and pointer-based DDAs.

Prior hardware prefetchers for DDAs identify only one type of DDAs [22, 24, 61, 66]. Expectedly,

these prefetchers are unable to deliver performance benefits across GA frameworks that have dif-

ferent DDAs. Prior GA-specific micro-architectural accelerators also work for one type of DDAs as

they are designed for the CSR graph representation DDAs [4, 12, 53, 67].

In summary, prior techniques to improve DDAs from GA workloads deliver sub-optimal perfor-

mance benefits for other graph representations. While we acknowledge CSR’s importance and pop-

ularity, we find that focusing on improving the performance for one particular type of graph rep-

resentation is restrictive. An important contribution of Gretch is that it is designed to improve GA

performance across different graph representations by identifying the common characteristics of
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Fig. 3. Effect of instruction scheduling on identification of data-dependent accesses.

DDAs in GA workloads. We evaluate Gretch on different graph representations, and show that

Gretch improves GA performance for workloads deployed on different graph representations.

3.2 Identifying Data-dependent Accesses

Our second key observation is that prior on-chip micro-architectural accelerators for GA relied on

hardware-software interaction from the GA framework resulting in application changes. It was nec-

essary for this hardware-software interaction to identify the start of DDAs in the GA workload to

deliver good performance. In this work, we focus on a purely hardware approach that (1) identifies

DDAs in GA workloads and (2) activates Gretch to train for DDAs without any interaction from

the workloads. Thus, application changes are not needed when employing Gretch.

We observe that designing a purely hardware approach for identifying DDAs is sensitive to the

instruction scheduling. In particular, identifying array-indirect DDAs in the presence of out-of-

order scheduling to the best of our knowledge, remains a challenge (see Figure 3).

Illustrative example. Figure 3(a) shows a code example that generates array-indirect

DDAs where instruction I1 uses the data loaded by I0 to generate its memory address. The in-

dex i is assumed to be in physical register P1, and arrays A and B hold 4-byte elements. The base

addresses of A and B are 0x1234 and 0x5678, respectively. For this example, we use the following

equation to infer array-indirect DDAs [66]:

Address A[B[i]] = A′s base address + Offset size × B[i]. (1)

Figure 3(b) shows the order of memory accesses issued by an in-order core. For this access order,

using the data accessed by one execution of I0 and memory address of the following access issued

by I1 in the above equation can establish the DDA relationship between I0 and I1. Hence, for

in-order cores, a hardware mechanism can activate Gretch on any access as every memory access

from I0 is followed by a corresponding DDA from I1.

Figure 3(c) shows the order of memory accesses issued by an out-of-order core to the mem-

ory hierarchy, and Figure 3(d) shows a timeline of the memory accesses issued by instructions in

the reorder buffer (ROB). We denote an instruction I at ROB entry i as I @ i . We assume that

a memory request completes in 4 cycles. Unlike the in-order memory access schedule, multiple

memory accesses from I0 can precede the DDA from I1. This is shown in Figures 3(c) and 3(d),

where memory accesses scheduled by I0 @ 0 and I0 @ 5 precede the memory access sheduled by

I1 @ 1. This is because of two reasons: (1) I0 is not dependent on any instruction for its address

computation, and (2) multiple accesses from I0 can be in flight based on the available memory
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Fig. 4. Success rate of B[i] choice with ROB sizes.

level parallelism (MLP). Hence, the mechanism described for in-order instruction schedule cannot

be applied for out-of-order instruction schedule as it will result in inferring incorrect DDAs. For

example, using the data accessed by memory access issued by I0 @ 5 and the memory address of

the subsequent memory access issued by I0 @ 1 results in inferring incorrect DDA as the memory

address issued by I0 @ 1 uses the data accessed by I0 @ 0.

From our evaluation, we observed that this interaction of array-indirect DDAs and out-of-order

instruction scheduling is prevalent in GA workloads. This is because of two key reasons. (1) In

a graph representation such as CSR, which exhibits array-indirect DDAs, neighbors of nodes are

represented as array data structures. As real-world graphs are large and comprise of millions of

nodes, these neighbor arrays of nodes are dynamically allocated. Hence, the neighbor array of one

node is not contiguous with the neighbor array of another node. As a result, initial memory ac-

cesses to neighbors (B[i] accesses in Figure 3) are typically cache misses1 resulting in an execution

scenario that is similar to Figure 3(d). (2) A conventional stride prefetcher can eventually capture

the strided accesses to the nodes’ neighbor arrays, and prefetch B[i] into the cache hierarchy. As

a result, stride prefetching of B[i] can expedite the virtual address computation of neighbor prop-

erty accesses (A[B[i]]). However, these accesses typically result in address translation misses in

the translation look-aside buffer (TLB). This is because the data B[i] that are used to construct the

addresses of A[B[i]] do not follow a particular pattern, which results in limited page locality [14].

Hence, a cache miss on a neighbor property access results in first fetching the appropriate ad-

dress translation, and then fetching the data from the requested address from the cache hierarchy

or off-chip memory. Out-of-order instruction scheduling can issue multiple independent memory

accesses during these long latency neighbor property misses to improve instruction throughput. In

particular, multiple accesses of B[i] can be scheduled during a TLB miss of A[B[i]] resulting in an

execution scenario similar to Figure 3(d). In summary, the identification of array-indirect DDAs is

a challenge in the presence of out-of-order instruction scheduling.

One technique that we explore in this work to address this challenge is to identify the

first producer access. For GA workloads where accessing nodes’ properties incur array indirect

DDAs (Figure 1(b)), this means identifying the first neighbor access of a node. The central ratio-

nale behind this technique is that the memory address of the following consumer access is depen-

dent on the data returned by the first producer access. Hence, the first producer access and the

following consumer access can be used to correctly infer the array indirect DDAs in the presence

of out-of-order instruction scheduling. From our evaluation, we find that this observation strongly

exhibits only for the first producer access.

To highlight the impact of the above observation, Figure 4 shows the success rate in identify-

ing array-indirect DDAs using different producer accesses for the PR workload in Ligra. Recall

that most DDAs in GA workloads executed in Ligra are array-indirect DDAs (Figure 2). For this

experiment, we performed a detailed instruction level analysis of the PR workload in Ligra, and

identified the producer (B[i]) and consumer memory instructions (A[B[i]]) that resulted in array

1This is due to stride deviation observed by a stride prefetcher. We discuss this in detail in Section 4.
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indirect DDAs. We also recorded the offset size (size of B[i]) and the base address (address of ar-

ray A). During program execution, we used information about the memory address and accessed

data for the marked producer and consumer instructions, and applied Equation (1) to compute the

base address of A, and compared it with the recorded base address. A successful array-indirect

DDA identification is when the computed and recorded base addresses match.

We use the notation Pi to denote the ith producer access used for identifying array-indirect

DDAs. Therefore, P1 denotes the first producer access, P2 denotes the second producer access

and so on. We define success rate as the ratio of successful array-indirect DDA identifications

and the total number of identification attempts. For a producer access choice Pi , a 100% success

rate means that for each graph node’s exploration by the workload, the ith neighbor node’s

access (producer) and the following node property access (consumer) correctly identifies the

array indirect DDA. We vary the ROB size in the cores, which controls how far the producer can

execute ahead of the consumer.

For a ROB size of 1, any producer access can be used to correctly infer array-indirect DDAs with

high success rate (>90%). This is shown in Figure 4. A ROB size of 1 is an in-order core, and forces

the producer and consumer to issue memory accesses to the cache hierarchy such that a producer

access is followed by the corresponding consumer access (Figure 3(b)). However, for ROB sizes

greater than 1, all producer access choices with the exception of P1 begin to show lower success

rates in identifying array-indirect DDAs. A low success rate translates to missed opportunities in

identifying and optimizing DDAs, and hence, low performance benefits. Larger ROBs allow the

producer to execute further ahead than the consumer. As a result, for a producer access other than

P1, the following consumer access may not be dependent on it; rather the consumer access may

be dependent on a much prior producer access. This is because for producer accesses other than

P1, there is little to no guarantee that the following consumer access is dependent on the data

accessed by the preceding producer access. However, P1 continues to register a high success rate

(>90%) even with higher ROB sizes. From our evaluation across GA frameworks and workloads,

including PR, we observe that the ROB contents prior to a node’s exploration does not have pend-

ing memory accesses from the previous node’s exploration. As a result, consumer accesses after

the first neighbor access of a node are not from a previous node’s exploration. We attribute this

to one of two reasons: (1) ROB flushes due to branch mis-predictions, (2) execution of routines

between exploration of nodes that allows any pending memory accesses from the previous node

exploration to complete before the start of the next node exploration. Branch mis-predictions can

be either due to mis-predicting the degree of the node (number of node’s neighbors) currently

being explored or mis-predicting the node property value.

In the following section, we show how we use this intuition to build a hardware mechanism

in Gretch to identify array-indirect DDAs in the presence of instruction scheduling. Identifying

pointer-based DDAs do not encounter the same challenge as that of array-indirect DDAs. This is

because pointer-based DDAs can be identified using simple hardware based on producer-consumer

tag matching as done in Reference [61] irrespective of the instruction scheduling. Note that while

we explicitly mark the producer and consumer instructions in the GA workload for the above

experiment, Gretch identifies the producer and consumer instructions in hardware without any

assistance from the GA workload and changes to the GA workload.

4 GRETCH: KEY DESIGN IDEAS

We describe four key design ideas of Gretch using Figure 5 that shows a high-level design of our

approach.

Stride prefetching©1 . Gretch works with a conventional stride prefetcher (SP) that identifies and

optimizes strided accesses. Across multiple graph representations, we find that a node’s neighbors
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Fig. 5. High-level design of Gretch.

Fig. 6. Illustrative example of hardware approach for activating Gretch.

typically use an array data structure to benefit from spatial locality offered by arrays. Hence, ex-

ploration of a node’s neighbors exhibits strided access patterns that can be captured and optimized

by SP. From our evaluation, SP speeds up GA workload execution by up to 41% over no prefetching

(average 10%). Hence, GA workloads benefit from SP. In this work, we use the reference prediction

table-based SP [21] that identifies strided accesses on a per-memory instruction granularity.

Hardware approach for activating Gretch ©2 . We explain the key intuition behind the purely

hardware mechanism that activates Gretch to begin training for DDAs for out-of-order and in-

order instruction scheduling using Figure 6. Figure 6(a) shows a graph with two highlighted nodes

©X and ©Y , and Figure 6(b) shows the memory layout of the neighbors of ©X and ©Y .

GA workloads typically execute the following sequence of operations: (1) explore a node’s

neighbors, (2) modify the node’s property or the node’s neighbors’ properties, and (3) mark a

neighbor to be explored next based on the workloads’ requirements. For the example in Figure 6(a),

assume that a GA workload explores the neighbors of©X , marks©Y to be explored, and then the GA

workload explores the neighbors of ©Y . The neighbors of ©X and ©Y are stored in two different ar-

rays as shown in Figure 6(b). GA frameworks typically layout the identifiers of a node’s neighbors

in contiguous memory locations to benefit from spatial locality [25, 37, 55, 64].

The GA workload begins exploring the neighbors of ©X , which incurs strided accesses on the

neighbor array. These strided accesses are captured by SP, and the SP records the computed stride

and the memory instruction that accesses the neighbor array. Figure 6(c) shows the SP contents

for the memory instruction P that accesses the neighbor array. The SP sees the same stride value

of 8 bytes during the exploration of ©X ’s neighbors. After exploring all neighbors of ©X , the GA

workload begins to explore the neighbors of©Y . On accessing the first neighbor of©Y , the computed

stride value does not match that recorded in the SP entry (8-bytes). This is shown in Figure 6(d)

where the computed stride between the last accessed neighbor of ©X and the first neighbor of ©Y
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does not match the stride recorded in the SP. This is because the memory layout of neighbors

of ©Y are not contiguous with that of neighbors of ©X . In real-world graphs that have millions of

nodes and billions of connections, neighbor arrays of different nodes are dynamically allocated,

and as a result, the memory layout of neighbor arrays of adjacent nodes may not be contiguous to

each other. As a result, SP observes a deviation in computed stride when the GA workload begins

exploring a new node. After exploring the first neighbor of ©Y , the SP observes constant stride

value of 8-bytes, and identifies the strided access pattern to neighbors of ©Y .

Gretch uses this deviation in the computed stride as a way to identify the first access of a node’s

neighbors, and activate its recording of memory access information. As a consequence, this hard-

ware mechanism allows Gretch to detect array-indirect access patterns in the presence of out-of-

order instruction scheduling. We implement this hardware mechanism by enabling communica-

tion between SP and Gretch as shown in Figure 5. SP communicates the PC of a high confidence

memory instruction that previously exhibited strided accesses when it observed a deviation in the

computed stride to Gretch.

ADT and RT ©3 . To identify DDAs, Gretch first records access information about L1-D cache

misses such as the PC of the memory instruction that issued the L1-D cache miss, the memory

address, and data returned by the cache miss in a hardware structure called the address-data table

(ADT). Gretch then trains on the contents of the ADT, and records DDAs inferred by the training

logic in a relationship table (RT). Gretch looks up the RT to generate prefetch requests.

Distinct recording and training phases©4 . Gretch separates the recording of access informa-

tion in the ADT and the training phase to infer DDAs from the ADT contents. This results in

two benefits. First, the ADT design is straightforward, and is not optimized for one particular

DDA type. This is unlike hardware structures used in prior works that were tightly coupled with

the logic to identify a particular DDA type [61, 66]. The second benefit is that multiple training

logic for identifying different DDA types can be simultaneously applied on the ADT contents. An

alternative is to combine multiple specific DDA prefetchers that identify different DDAs, which is

unattractive due to its high hardware overhead.

Gretch operates on virtual addresses that result in misses in the L1-D cache, and prefetches data

into the L1-D cache. Gretch generates virtual addresses for prefetch requests, and accesses the

L1 TLB to convert the virtual addresses of prefetch requests to corresponding physical addresses.

If a prefetch request generated by Gretch misses in the TLB, then the TLB generates the neces-

sary memory requests to retrieve the translation followed by the data contents of the prefetch

request. Note that Gretch does not optimize the address translation of prefetch requests, and any

address translation misses due to prefetch requests triggers the appropriate mechanisms (software

or hardware) to resolve the address translation.

5 GRETCH: DETAILED OPERATION

Gretch’s operation begins when it receives communication from SP that a deviation in stride oc-

curred. We limit SP to only communicate stride deviations for memory instructions that previously

exhibited stride behavior with high confidence. On receiving this communication, Gretch performs

the following two steps: ADT population, and training on the contents of the ADT to recognize

DDAs. Note that when Gretch is populating the ADT, Gretch does not simultaneously train on

the ADT contents. Similarly, when Gretch is training on the ADT contents, no new entries are

added to the ADT. After completing these steps, Gretch waits for the next communication from

SP. When this is received, Gretch clears the ADT and repeats these two steps. We provide details

about these steps in the following subsections using the example in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Gretch detailed operation example.

Fig. 8. ADT population mechanism.

5.1 ADT Population

The ADT records access information of L1-D cache misses. As shown in Figure 7(a), the ADT stores

the PC, the memory address, and the contents of the data accessed by two L1-D cache misses of a

memory instruction. In Figure 7(a), Address I/II and Data I/II refer to the first/second L1-D cache

miss to the same PC. Gretch requires access information for two L1-D cache misses due to its

general training logic to identify DDAs, which we describe in Section 5.2.

We make two key design choices in the mechanism used for populating the ADT. These choices

are necessary for the training logic to correctly identify DDAs. First, entries in the ADT are in-

serted in the order of L1-D cache misses. Thus, for a DDA pair, the producer is recorded before

the consumer in the ADT. In Section 5.2, we explain how this simplifies the training logic. Sec-

ond, Gretch does not evict an ADT entry on an ADT capacity miss. This is because evicting an

ADT entry on an ADT capacity miss disrupts the order in which the ADT records the information.

Allowing for this disruption disallows the training logic from correctly identifying DDAs.

Mechanism. Figure 8 describes the ADT population mechanism. The ADT first receives the PC of

a memory instruction that misses in the L1-D cache, and its memory address (©1 ). Gretch accesses

the ADT if Gretch is recording information in the ADT (©2 ). The PC is used as an index into the

ADT. Gretch creates a new ADT entry if no ADT entry associated with PC is found and the ADT is

not full (©3 ,©4 ,©5 ). Gretch updates an existing ADT entry on an ADT hit if the corresponding ADT

entry has access information for only one L1-D cache miss (©3 , ©6 , ©7 ). Gretch does not update the

ADT on an ADT hit if two L1-D cache misses are recorded in the corresponding ADT entry (©3 ,©6 ,

©8 ). Gretch does not evict an ADT entry on an ADT capacity miss. Gretch stops the ADT population

when the ADT is completely full or a threshold number of cache misses has been observed (1000

cache misses), and begins the training phase (©8 , ©9 ).
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Illustrative example. Figure 7(a) shows the ADT population mechanism on a 4-entry ADT for a

sequence of L1-D cache misses. Initially, the ADT is empty. Memory request issued by PC A misses

in the L1-D cache. Gretch looks for an existing ADT entry for PC A, and does not find an ADT entry

for PC A. As a result, Gretch creates a new ADT entry for PC A, and populates this entry with the

access information of PC A’s cache miss. Similarly, ADT entries are created for L1-D cache misses

issued by PCs B, C, D. The L1-D cache miss from PC E (highlighted in red) encounters an ADT ca-

pacity miss; thus, it is not recorded in the ADT. The second time the L1-D cache misses on PCs A,

B, C, D, the corresponding memory address and data are stored in Address II/Data II of their corre-

sponding ADT entries. Once the second access fields are filled, the ADT does not record additional

information for the same PC. For instance, the third L1-D cache miss on PC A to address 0x8a38 is

not recorded as the corresponding ADT entry has access information for two L1-D cache misses.

5.2 Training on ADT Contents

The training step creates potential producer-consumer pairs from the contents of the ADT, and

identifies DDAs from the potential producer-consumer pairs. Identified DDAs are inserted into the

RT.

5.2.1 Creating ADT Pairs. Recall from Section 5.1 that the ADT is filled in the order of L1-D

cache misses. Hence, a producer for a DDA must be recorded before the corresponding consumer

in the ADT. Exploiting this ADT population order reduces the number of potential producer-

consumer pairs to train on by only considering pairs of ADT entries such that one ADT entry

(potential producer) precedes another ADT entry (potential consumer). For example, a 4-entry

ADT has 16 possible ADT pair combinations. By exploiting the ADT population order, Gretch only

needs to train on 6 ADT pairs.

5.2.2 Identifying DDAs. For each ADT pair, Gretch applies training logic to infer pointer-based

or array-indirect DDAs relationship.

Pointer-based accesses. Gretch identifies pointer-based accesses by comparing the data accessed

by a potential producer with the memory address of the corresponding potential consumer [61].

ADT pair with PCs B and C exhibit pointer-based access as shown in Figure 7(b). The data accessed

by PC B is equal to the memory address accessed by PC C. The RT entry for this DDA is shown

in Figure 7 where the producer is set to PC B and the consumer is set to PC C. The DDA type is a

binary bit where bit value 1 denotes a pointer-based DDA.

Array-indirect accesses. Equation (1) (Section 3.2) captures the array-indirect DDA relationship.

There are two unknown values in Equation (1), which are necessary to identify an array-indirect

DDA: (1) A’s base address, and (2) the offset size. Prior GA-specific accelerators explicitly commu-

nicated these unknown values to the accelerator [4, 12, 53]. However, prior work IMP [66] used

the accessed data and memory address for a pair of memory accesses and assumed a fixed set of

offset sizes to compute A’s base address. This set restricted the offset sizes to common data types,

and was done primarily to reduce IMP’s hardware overhead [66].

We find that identifying array-indirect accesses for a set of offset sizes is restrictive especially for

GA. This is because graph representations may encode the properties of nodes and edges in a cus-

tom structure resulting in custom offset sizes. For example, GraphBIG [55] uses custom structures

to encode the properties of nodes. As a result, applying IMP [66] to GA workloads in GraphBIG

does not infer the array-indirect DDAs.

Gretch’s approach to identifying array-indirect accesses is different, and general when com-

pared to IMP. Figure 7 shows the identification of array-indirect accesses for the ADT pair PC A
and PC D. Gretch uses an unsigned integer division circuit that divides the absolute difference in
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memory addresses of the potential consumer and absolute difference in accessed data of the po-

tential producer. If the remainder is 0, then an array-indirect DDAs is inferred and recorded in the

RT with the quotient as the offset size. A’s base address can then be computed using the access

information in the ADT pair along with the computed offset size by rearranging Equation (1). This

information is necessary to generate prefetch requests for array-indirect DDAs. The ADT pair with

PCs A and D exhibit array-indirect DDAs, and is recorded in the RT as shown in Figure 7. The type

is set to 0, which represents array-indirect DDA type.

5.3 Generating Prefetch Requests

Gretch first builds confidence in the RT entries populated by the training logic, and then generates

prefetch requests for RT entries that satisfy a confidence threshold. The confidence of a RT entry is

updated when a predicted address for the consumer, which is constructed using the information in

the RT and data accessed by the producer, matches the memory address accessed by the consumer.

The Conf field in a RT entry records its confidence as shown in Figure 7(b). On a cache access,

Gretch compares the PC of the access with the producer PCs in the RT. On a RT hit, Gretch fills

the consumer’s predicted memory address field based on the DDA type. For a pointer-based DDA,

Gretch predicts the consumer’s memory address as the data accessed by the producer. For an array-

indirect DDA, Gretch uses the base address and offset size information to construct the consumer’s

predicted address.

The confidence update mechanism in Gretch takes into account the impact of out-of-order in-

struction scheduling on data-dependent accesses. To this end, Gretch compares a predicted ad-

dress in an RT entry to a window of subsequent memory addresses issued by the corresponding

consumer. If the predicted address does not match any of the memory addresses issued by the cor-

responding consumer in this window, then the confidence of the RT entry is reduced. Otherwise,

the confidence of the RT entry is increased on a match. Gretch computes a new predicted address

of an RT entry when it updates the confidence of the RT entry.

Gretch generates prefetch requests for RT entries that have confidence greater than a thresh-

old. For a strided producer, Gretch schedules prefetch requests based on the data returned by

strided prefetch candidates issued by SP. Hence, Gretch’s prefetch distance is equal to that of SP.

Gretch also generates multi-way (one producer, multiple consumers) and multi-level (consumer

of one DDAs is producer for another DDAs) prefetch requests [66].

5.4 Implementation Details

The training logic in Gretch uses a simple 64-bit wide comparison circuit to identify pointer-based

accesses, and an unsigned integer division circuit to identify array-indirect accesses. In our simula-

tion, we use a single unpipelined division circuit, which has a latency of 10 cycles and throughput

of 1 operation every 10 cycles [30]. To minimize the hardware overhead, Gretch uses one divi-

sion and comparison circuit for all ADT entries. Hence, Gretch trains on one ADT pair, and then

trains on the next ADT pair after 10 cycles. From our empirical evaluation, we found that the per-

formance benefits of this training approach is close to the ideal scenario where each ADT pair is

trained in parallel, and there is no latency to identify DDAs. This is because DDAs feature predom-

inantly in the L1-D cache misses of GA workloads, and once Gretch identifies a DDA relationship,

it generates prefetch requests on producer accesses.

Area overhead. We evaluated different ADT and RT sizes and found that an 8-entry ADT and

a 4-way 4-entry RT offered the best performance benefits across the GA workloads. We assume

virtual memory address space of 48-bits and data words of 64-bits. Each ADT entry consists of three

address fields (PC, Address I, and Address II in Figure 7) and two data word fields (Data I and Data
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Table 1. GA Workloads and Graph Inputs

(a) Evaluated GA workloads (b) Graph inputs

GA framework Workloads

GraphBIG Breadth-first search (BFS), Betweenness Centrality
(BC), Depth-First Search (DFS), Graph Coloring (GC),
k-Core decomposition (KC), Page-Rank (PR), Single
Source Shortest Path (SSSP), Triangle Count (TC),
Topological Morph (TM), Connected Components
(CC), Degree Centrality (DC)

Ligra BFS, CC, Radii Estimation (Radii), PR, BC, SSSP,
BFS-based CC (BFSCC), Collaborative Filtering (CF),
Maximal Independent Set (MIS), Delta stepping PR
(PRD)

Graph-500 (G500) BFS

Graph Topology |V | |E |

Pokec [40] Social network 1M 30M

LDBC [17] Social network 0.1M 3M

USA-road [40] Road network 24M 57M

Kronecker [54] Synthetic power-law 4M 128M

Uniform [15] Synthetic uniform 1M 33M

II in Figure 7). The hardware overhead of an 8-entry ADT is 8 × (48 × 3 + 64 × 2) = 0.28kB. Each

RT entry consists of four address fields (Producer, Consumer, Base address, and Predicted address

in Figure 7). The remaining fields in an RT entry take up 12 bits. The hardware overhead of a

16-entry RT (4-way 4-entry RT) is 16 × (48 × 4 + 12) = 0.4kB. Comparing the combined storage

overhead of Gretch (0.68 kB) with prior DDAs prefetchers such as IMP [66] and LDSP [61], IMP is

3% bigger than Gretch, and LDSP is 9.9× bigger than Gretch. We attribute Gretch’s low hardware

overhead to its simple ADT design due to distinct recording and training phases.

Energy overheads. We model the energy per access to Gretch’s structures using CACTI [42], and

assume 32 nm technology process. An access to the ADT and RT consume 0.8 and 0.5 pJ of energy,

respectively, which are 2.3% and 1.4% of a 32-kB-sized L1-D cache access energy.

6 METHODOLOGY

We evaluate the performance of Gretch using the GA frameworks and workloads described in

Table 1(a). We use a combination of real-world graphs derived from social networks and road

networks, and synthetically generated graphs. Table 1(b) describes the configurations of the graph

inputs. We prototype Gretch using the full-system gem5 micro-architectural simulator [16]. We

use gem5 because it provides a detailed model of out-of-order cores, and we need this detailed

model to develop a method to identify DDAs for out-of-order instruction scheduling. gem5’s core

and memory models have been subjected to several validation efforts that quantify the modeling

errors in comparison to real hardware platforms [7, 18, 28]. One recent validation effort by Akram

and Sawlha [7] showed that for dependent memory instruction execution on out-of-order cores,

which is the main focus of this article, the difference in average error in instruction per cycle (IPC)

values between gem5 models and real hardware platforms is less than 10%. Table 2 describes the

ALPHA ISA-based multi-core system simulated in gem5. Prior works such as References [8, 46, 47,

50] have also used the ALPHA ISA support in gem5.

We collect performance metrics when the GA workload starts exploring the graph. The reported

performance metrics do not take into account the time to construct or read the input graph. We run

each workload for a billion instructions across all cores in our multi-core setup. We use McPAT [41]

to obtain the runtime dynamic power of the simulated system with Gretch enabled. We use the fol-

lowing methodology to derive GA workload power consumption. We first use McPAT [41] to derive

the runtime dynamic power of the simulated multi-core processor when executing GA workloads

for the no prefetching configuration and with Gretch enabled. We then derive the runtime main-

memory power consumption for each GA workload from the gem5 simulator, along with statistics

on reads and writes to Gretch’s hardware structures (ADT and RT). The runtime main-memory
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Table 2. Simulation Framework

Parameter Configuration

Core Out-of-order, 4-wide issue, 128-entry ROB, ALPHA ISA

Cache L1-I and L1-D cache: 32 kB, 2-way, 2-cycle tag access, 2-cycle data access

latency, 64B cache line, 12 MSHRs per core, shared L2 cache, 8 MB, 8-way,

20-cycle tag access, 40-cycle data access, 32 MSHRs, 64-entry D-TLB

Multicore 8 cores, private L1 caches, shared L2 cache, point-to-point interconnect,

snooping, MOESI cache coherence protocol

DRAM 4GB memory, 1600MHz, 2 ranks/channel, 8 banks/rank, tRC=48.75ns,

tRCD=13.76ns, tRAS=35ns, tWTR=7.5ns, tRP=13.75ns, adaptive

open-page policy, FR-FCFS scheduling policy, 12.8 GB/sec bandwidth

Prefetcher 128 entry prefetch queue, IMP: 4 entry IPDT, 16 entry PT, LDSP:

128-entry PPWT, 256-entry CT, Gretch: 8-entry ADT, 4-set 4-way RT,

10-cycle division latency

power consumption takes into account additional memory accesses due to Gretch (inaccurate

prefetches and write-backs). Finally, we use the energy estimates of the ADT and RT presented in

Section 5.4 to compute the total power consumption of GA workloads with Gretch enabled.

The prefetcher configurations are listed in Table 2. We compare Gretch against SP [21], IMP

[66] that identifies array-indirect accesses, and the LDS prefetcher (LDSP) [61] that identifies

pointer-based accesses. In IMP, the indirect pattern detector table (IPDT) computes base address

candidates, and the prefetch table (PT) records the memory instructions exhibiting array-indirect

accesses. In LDSP, the potential producer window (PPW) records access history of memory

instructions, and the correlation table (CT) records pointer-based relationships. We evaluate

Gretch with an 8-entry ADT and a 4-entry 4-way RT. All the evaluated prefetchers generate

prefetch candidates with a prefetch depth of 4. For Gretch and LDSP, pointer-based prefetch

candidates are generated with a prefetch width of 2. All the data-dependent prefetchers are

equipped with a SP [21] of 64 entries that identifies strided memory access patterns. All the

evaluated prefetchers prefetch into the private L1-D caches on cache misses and prefetch hits.

We are aware of several recent address-based prefetchers such as References [35, 36, 49, 59] that

have been proposed to improve the identification of complex address patterns. These prefetchers

perform better than the conventional SP as they can identify other patterns in the memory ad-

dresses such as repeating sequences of multiple strides, and correlating addresses in addition to

regular strided access patterns. DD accesses in GA typically do not exhibit repeating sequences of

strided accesses and address correlation patterns. This is because nodes in real-world graphs have

varying degrees of connections, and nodes have different neighbor connections. As a result, these

prefetchers are insufficient to capture the DD accesses in GA workloads, and their performance

benefits are equivalent to SP as they can only identify and optimize strided neighbor accesses.

A recent in-depth characterization of GA workloads on micro-architecture by Basak et al. [12]

showed that the performance offered by address correlation prefetchers such as References [56,

63] was on par with that offered by SP. Hence, we compare Gretch against SP, and do not evaluate

Gretch against these recent address-based prefetchers.

7 RESULTS

We evaluate Gretch using (1) execution time speedup (Section 7.1), (2) prefetch metrics such as

prefetch accuracy and coverage (Section 7.2), (3) overall power consumption (Section 7.3), and

(4) performance sensitivity to ADT size, and graph configurations (Section 7.4). Unless specified,
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Fig. 9. Performance speedup across different GA workloads and frameworks.

GA workloads on Ligra operate on the Pokec social network graph, GA workloads on GraphBIG

operate on the LDBC social network graph, and Graph-500 operates on the Kronecker graph. For

each evaluation criterion, we discuss observations for each GA framework with respect to the

memory access patterns they exhibit. We evaluate the effectiveness of Gretch and other DDA-

specific prefetchers across all GA workloads and frameworks listed in Table 1. Due to space con-

straints, we present only the speedup results for all workloads, and present the remaining evalu-

ation metrics for the BFS, CC, PR, and SSSP workloads.

7.1 Speedup

Figure 9 shows the performance speedup of Gretch and different DDA-specific prefetchers com-

pared to the baseline that has SP.

General observations. (1) Gretch provides an average speedup of 25% (up to 89%) over SP and

IMP, and 20% (up to 89%) over LDSP. This is because Gretch can identify different DDAs re-

sulting in performance speedups across different GA frameworks. (2) Gretch does not improve

performance over SP for TC and TM GA workloads. This is because these workloads do not

operate on node properties resulting in no DDAs. Recall from Figure 2 that TC and TM workloads

across Ligra and GraphBIG frameworks exhibit low or no DDA contribution to the off-chip

memory accesses. (3) GA workloads such as PR and CC exhibit higher performance benefits with

Gretch than other GA workloads. This is because these workloads are active-all workloads where

all the nodes in the graph are visited and their properties are computed upon. Hence, the prefetch

coverage (Section 7.2) of Gretch on these workloads are high. However, workloads such as BFS

and BC explore a select number of nodes in the graph based on the choice of source node resulting

in lower prefetch coverage as shown in Section 7.2. We next describe GA-framework-specific

performance observations.

Ligra and Graph-500. GA workloads in Ligra and Graph-500 exhibit array-indirect DDAs as

they operate on the CSR graph representation (Figure 2). Gretch shows 18% average performance

speedup (up to 57%) over SP and IMP for Ligra, and 89% performance speedup over SP and IMP

on Graph-500. LDSP does not provide performance benefits over SP as property accesses in Ligra

do not exhibit pointer-based DDAs. As a result, LDSP’s performance benefits are solely from

the attached SP that identifies strided accesses. The array-indirect DDAs in Ligra and Graph-500

operate on commonly used data types, and can be identified by IMP [66]. However, our evaluation

shows that IMP provides little to no performance speedup over SP for workloads on Ligra and

the Graph-500 benchmark. In Section 7.1.1, we perform additional experiments and provide a

detailed analysis of IMP’s inability to identify array-indirect DDAs in the presence of out-of-order

instruction scheduling.
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GraphBIG. GA workloads in GraphBIG exhibit both array-indirect and pointer-based DDAs.

Gretch identifies both these DDAs, and delivers 28% average performance speedup (up to 35%)

over SP and IMP, and 20% average performance speedup (up to 30%) over LDSP. The array-

indirect DDAs in GraphBIG are to custom sized data structures that IMP cannot identify. Hence,

IMP does not improve over SP. However, Gretch’s division circuit captures the array-indirect

DDAs in GraphBIG, and generates appropriate prefetch requests. LDSP captures the pointer-based

DDAs resulting in an average performance improvement of 4% (up to 11%) over SP. However,

LDSP cannot capture array-indirect DDAs resulting in missed opportunities to further improve

GA performance.

7.1.1 Analyzing Impact of Out-of-Order Instruction Scheduling on IMP. Although IMP is de-

signed to identify array-indirect DDAs, we observed that it provides little to no performance

speedup over SP. This is because IMP’s mechanism to update confidence of an identified DDA is

hinged on in-order instruction scheduling. In particular, we observed that IMP identifies the array-

indirect DDA relationship in Ligra and G500.2 However, it does not generate enough confidence

in the identified array-indirect DDA, which results in missed opportunities for IMP to generate

prefetch requests. This is because IMP’s mechanism to adjust the confidence in the identified

array-indirect DDA relationships is also tightly coupled with in-order instruction execution [66].

However, as described in Section 3.2, the interaction of DDAs accesses and out-of-order instruc-

tion scheduling renders identification techniques that work for in-order instruction scheduling

ineffective. As a result, IMP’s performance benefits are solely due to strided prefetch candidates

issued by SP.

To confirm this observation regarding IMP, we perform two experiments. In the first experiment,

we executed the Graph-500 workload on a multi-core simulation configuration with in-order cores.

Graph-500 was used in the IMP evaluation [66], and is publicly available. The cache hierarchy

and prefetcher configurations remain unchanged. We found that IMP and Gretch exhibited simi-

lar performance improvements (2× performance improvement over SP) with in-order cores. This

is because in-order instruction scheduling does not allow independent producer accesses to access

the cache hierarchy ahead of the corresponding consumer accesses. As a result, the prefetchers ob-

serve the array-indirect DDAs as a sequence of one producer access followed by the corresponding

consumer access, which aligns with IMP’s identification and confidence update mechanism.

In the second experiment, we increase the hardware table sizes in IMP, and change the con-

fidence update mechanism in our IMP implementation to a window-based mechanism used in

Gretch (Section 5.3). In this experiment, we executed the Graph-500 workload on the multi-core

simulation configuration described in Table 2 with out-of-order cores. There are three main hard-

ware tables in IMP: (1) indirect pattern detector table (IPDT), (2) prefetch table (PT), and (3) the

base address table [66]. For an array-indirect DDAs A[B[i]], (1) computes possible base addresses

of A using predefined offset sizes of B[i] and the data of B[i], and (2) stores the identified array-

indirect DDAs, and generates prefetch array-indirect prefetch candidates. Each entry in (1) consists

of (3), which stores the computed-based addresses. We use the notation 〈IPDT , PT ,BA〉 to denote

the table sizes in IMP. For example, 〈4, 16, 4〉 describes an IMP configuration with IPDT size of

4 entries, PT size of 16 entries, and the base address table size of 4 entries.

Figure 10 shows the speedup of different IMP configurations over the baseline using the original

confidence update mechanism described in Reference [66], and with the window-based confidence

mechanism described in Section 5.3. We make two key observations. First, increasing the sizes of

2IMP identifies array-indirect DDA relationships when the strided access B[i] is a prefetch hit, and the address translation

of the subsequent A[B[i]] access is available in the TLB (TLB hit).
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Fig. 10. Speedup of different IMP [66] configurations on Graph-500 benchmark.

Fig. 11. Prefetch accuracy.

the hardware tables in the original IMP design does not offer the same performance improve-

ment over the baseline compared to Gretch. For example, the configuration 〈16, 64, 4〉 quadru-

ples the IPDT and PT sizes used in Reference [66]. We observe that this configuration offers the

same speedup (12% over the baseline) compared to the 〈4, 16, 4〉 configuration, which we used in

Figure 9. Second, changing the confidence update mechanism to a window-based mechanism in

IMP improves IMP’s performance over the baseline across different configurations. The 〈4, 16, 4〉
configuration in the modified IMP implementation offers 65% performance improvement over the

baseline. This is because the window-based confidence mechanism allows IMP to build confidence

in the identified array-indirect DDAs in the presence of out-of-order instruction scheduling, and

generate prefetch candidates. However, the performance of the updated IMP implementation still

falls short of that provided by Gretch (89%). Unlike Gretch, IMP uses any producer access to iden-

tify array-indirect DDAs accesses. As shown in Section 3.2 (Figure 4), such a technique has low

success rate in identifying array-indirect DDAs accesses. As a result, IMP takes longer to iden-

tify the array-indirect accesses compared to Gretch, resulting in its lower performance benefits

compared to Gretch.

7.2 Prefetch Efficiency

We measure prefetch efficiency using two common metrics: prefetch accuracy (Figure 11) and

prefetch coverage (Figure 12). These metrics have been used in prior works to evaluate prefetch

efficiency [49, 58, 63, 66]. From Figure 11, Gretch achieves an average prefetch accuracy of 69% (up

to 81%). However, SP, IMP, and LDSP achieve an average prefetch accuracy of 75%, 75%, and 68%,

respectively. We make two observations regarding Gretch’s prefetch accuracy. First, active-all GA

workloads such as PR and CC register high prefetch accuracy with Gretch (>70% for Ligra) as all

nodes in the graph and their properties are explored on every iteration.
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Fig. 12. Prefetch coverage.

Second, workload such as BFS on Ligra register lower prefetch accuracy with Gretch (65%). This

BFS implementation uses the direction-optimized BFS approach [13] that reduces the number of

neighbors visited for a node based on the graph exploration state. As a result, SP generates prefetch

requests to neighbors that may not be visited, and Gretch generates unused prefetch requests to

properties of these unexplored neighbors resulting in unused prefetches. The BFS implementation

in Graph-500 does not implement this optimization, and hence, SP and Gretch’s prefetch accuracy

is high (81%).

Figure 12 shows the prefetch coverage of the evaluated prefetchers. Gretch achieves an average

prefetch coverage of 56% (up to 86%). SP, IMP, and LDSP achieve an average prefetch coverage of

13%, 13%, and 18%, respectively. Across all workloads and frameworks, Gretch achieves a higher

prefetch coverage compared to other prefetchers as it identifies different DDAs. The Ligra frame-

work maintains several intermediate data structures to activate different run-time optimizations

that improve GA workload performance. These accesses are not captured by SP and Gretch re-

sulting in lower coverage. However, GA workloads executed on GraphBIG and the Graph-500

benchmark do not implement run-time optimizations. As a result, the DDAs identified and op-

timized by Gretch make up the bulk of the off-chip memory accesses resulting in higher cover-

age. IMP’s prefetch coverage is close to SP as it cannot identify the DDAs in Ligra as described

in Section 7.1.1, and the array-indirect DDAs in GraphBIG are to custom data structures. LDSP

achieves higher prefetch coverage (19%) than SP (9%) for the GraphBIG workloads as it identifies

the pointer-based DDAs. However, LDSP’s coverage is lower than that of Gretch as it cannot iden-

tify the array-indirect DDAs in GraphBIG workloads. Recall that Gretch, IMP and LDSP generate

virtual addresses of prefetch requests (Section 4). As a result, these prefetch requests are subjected

to address translation prior to bringing in the data contents of the prefetch request. Gretch, IMP,

and LDSP do not optimize for the memory requests involved in the address translation mechanism

(page walk) resulting in lower prefetch coverage.

Figure 13 shows the increase in off-chip memory accesses due to prefetching for the different

prefetchers compared to no prefetching. Gretch increases off-chip memory accesses by 13% (up to

30%) over no prefetching and 4% (up to 19%) over SP. This increase in off-chip memory accesses

is due to the inaccurate DDA prefetch requests generated by Gretch as described earlier. We find

this increase in off-chip memory accesses due to Gretch acceptable for the performance benefits

it provides as described in Section 7.1.

7.3 Power Consumption

Figure 14 shows the per-core power consumption of GA workloads with Gretch compared to

no prefetching using McPAT [41]. The power consumption encompasses core pipeline activity

and L1-D cache activity. For Gretch, we compute the additional power consumption due to ADT
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Fig. 13. Off-chip memory accesses.

Fig. 14. Energy consumption.

population and RT management using the access energy estimated in Section 5.4. Gretch increases

average power consumption by 1% on average. This low-power overhead of Gretch is attributed

to the ADT population mechanism that is triggered on receiving communication from the SP

regarding a stride deviation. Hence, the ADT is populated only on stride changes, and remains idle

otherwise resulting in low power consumption. Figure 14 also shows the power consumption of

the ADT and RT management. The RT management contributes to nearly 90% of the total power

dissipation of Gretch’s structures as it is referenced on every L1-D cache miss or prefetch hit.

7.4 Sensitivity Studies

ADT size. Choosing the right ADT size is dependent on (1) number of DDA relationships that

constitute a node’s property access and (2) the number of independent memory accesses that can

be interleaved between a DDA due to available MLP. A large ADT can collect the required access

information of a DDA in the presence of interleaved independent memory accesses. As a result,

a large ADT will collect more access information, and the training logic can infer the necessary

DDAs. However, a large ADT incurs longer recording and training latencies as the training logic

creates more ADT pairs to train on. However, a small ADT collects less access information, and

the training logic trains on fewer ADT pairs resulting in lower recording and training latencies.

However, a small ADT may not be able to collect the necessary access information of a DDA in

the presence of multiple interleaving independent memory accesses. Hence, the performance of

GA workloads on different GA frameworks may have varying requirements on the ADT size.

Figure 15 shows the performance sensitivity of Gretch to different ADT sizes: 4, 8, and 16 entries.

We normalize the performance to the 4-entry ADT. For GA workloads on GraphBIG, 4-entry ADT

does not perform better than 8-entry ADT. This is because GA workloads on GraphBIG comprise

of two levels of DDAs (array-indirect followed by pointer-based), which requires at least 3 ADT

entries to capture the DDAs. As a result, a 4-entry ADT is sufficient to capture the necessary
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Fig. 15. Sensitivity to ADT size.

Fig. 16. Effect of graph topology.

access information to correctly infer the DDAs in GraphBIG workloads. For Ligra and Graph-

500, 4-entry ADT offers similar performance benefits compared to 8-entry ADT. This is because

these workloads feature one DDA type for node property accesses. As a result, a 4-entry ADT has

enough entries to accommodate the DDAs and any interleaved independent memory accesses.

16-entry ADT captures all the DDAs across GA workloads as there are enough entries However,

the 16-entry ADT incurs higher training latency overhead as more ADT pairs are constructed and

trained upon resulting in 3% performance slowdown compared to the 8-entry ADT.

Graph topology. Graph topology defines the connectivity of nodes in a graph. Figure 16 shows

the performance of Gretch on the graph topologies described in Table 1(b). For this sensitivity

study, we use the Ligra framework as it provides a simple interface to load different graph inputs.3

We observe that for graphs following power law degree distribution (Kronecker and social net-

work), Gretch shows better performance benefits over SP. For social network graphs (LDBC),

Gretch provides an average speedup of 37% over SP, and a maximum of 2.23× speedup. For uni-

form graphs, Gretch provides an average speedup of 41% over SP, and a maximum of 73% over SP.

However, for road networks, Gretch does not provide any performance benefits over SP. This is

because the road network consists of nodes with low number of neighbors (average node degree is

2.4). Hence, exploring the node’s neighbors does not build enough confidence in the SP to generate

strided prefetch requests, and cannot detect stride deviations for the memory instruction respon-

sible for exploring a node’s neighbors. As a consequence, Gretch does not initiate ADT population

as it does not receive any communication from SP resulting in no DDA prefetch requests.

Graph pre-processing. Graph pre-processing techniques change the graph layout of an

input graph to improve the cache locality of node property accesses [11]. We apply a recent

3We cannot represent the above graphs in GraphBIG due to memory limitations on our simulated system. However, we

use scaled down versions of the graphs that fit in memory for GraphBIG, and note similar observations.
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Fig. 17. Sensitivity to graph pre-processing.

pre-processing technique, HubSort [11], on the Pokec social network graph, and evaluate Gretch’s

performance on this pre-processed graph. HubSort improves the spatial locality primarily for

large degree nodes in power law graphs [11]. Figure 17 shows Gretch’s performance benefits

normalized to the execution time with SP enabled. Benchmarks such as BFS and SSSP that explore

the connections of high degree nodes benefit from pre-processing. These benchmarks also benefit

from Gretch’s prefetching as pre-processing does not completely eliminate DDAs. However,

Gretch’s performance benefits are lower on pre-processed graphs for these workloads (4% for BFS

and 18% for SSSP) compared to the original graphs that are not subjected to any pre-processing

(16% for BFS and 26% for SSSP). The PR and CC workloads on pre-processed graphs equally benefit

from Gretch (69% for PR and 26% for SSSP) compared to those obtained on the original graph. This

is because PR and CC operate on all nodes of the graph, and hence, there is an abundance of DDAs.

8 RELATED WORK

We discuss prior works in data prefetching techniques and GA-specific on-chip accelerators [4, 12,

53, 67]. While there is a large volume of prior research in prefetching techniques such as software

prefetching [5, 34, 44, 52, 62], and hardware prefetching [4, 6, 10, 21, 22, 24, 31–33, 49, 56, 58, 59,

61, 63, 66], we restrict our discussion to prefetching techniques that improve DDAs [6, 22, 24, 61,

66].

DDAs prefetchers. Roth et al. [61] proposed a hardware prefetch mechanism for identifying

pointer-based accesses in linked data structures (LDSP). Linked data structures consists of pointers

that represent links between objects, and exploration of LDS uses these pointers. The design in

Reference [61] recorded access histories, and identified pointer-based accesses by comparing the

referenced addresses with the data recorded from prior memory instructions. Cooksey et al. [22]

proposed the content-directed prefetcher (CDP) that identified pointers present in the data. CDP

identified pointers by comparing the higher order bits of the data with the address that brought

in the data. For array indirect accesses A[B[i]], Yu et al. [66] proposed the indirect memory

prefetcher (IMP). IMP used the value stored in B[i] to compute different base addresses of A
using sizes of commonly observed array data types. The data types considered by IMP were

restricted to reduce the hardware overhead [66]. Peled et al. [58] proposed a compiler assisted

hardware prefetcher design that used reinforcement learning to identify different access patterns,

which includes DDAs. However, their approach required feedback from performance counters,

and compiler hints to identify memory access patterns, and is expensive in terms of hardware

overhead. Recently, Cavus et al. [20] proposed a hardware-software approach to identify and

prefetch array-indirect and pointer-based data-dependent accesses. Their approach modified the

application to add instructions to communicate data structure knowledge, and this knowledge

is communicated to the prefetcher, which identified data-dependent accesses. On the contrary,
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our approach does not modify the application, and identifies data-dependent accesses in GA

workloads using a purely hardware approach.

GA-specific on-chip accelerators. Ainsworth and Jones [4] proposed a GA-specific hard-

ware prefetcher that operated on CSR graph representation. This prefetcher required application

changes to convey information about the address ranges of the data structures used in the graph

representation to accurately identify and optimize the array-indirect DDAs. Zhang et al. [67] re-

cently proposed a programmable GA-specific accelerator, Minnow, that leveraged the information

in GA worklist data structures that store nodes ready to be explored to generate prefetch candi-

dates. Mukkara et al. [53] proposed an on-chip accelerator, HATS, that changed the schedule of

nodes explored based on the cache occupancy of the graph. The schedule prioritizes exploration

of nodes that have more neighbors currently in the cache hierarchy. Basak et al. [12] proposed a

GA-specific prefetcher, DROPLET, that was located along with the memory controller, and issued

DDA prefetch requests. Minnow, HATS and DROPLET were designed for CSR representations,

and required communication from the framework regarding information about the base address

and offset size to generate DDA prefetch requests [12, 53, 67]. Gretch, however, works for differ-

ent graph representations including CSR, and does not require any communication from the GA

framework to identify and generate prefetch requests.

We note that there are several hardware accelerators for GA [3, 9, 29, 57]. Gretch is orthogonal to

these works, and can be used in these accelerators as DDAs still feature even for these accelerators

[29].

9 CONCLUSION

We present Gretch, a hardware prefetcher for GA that identifies different DDAs. There are two key

design novelties of Gretch. First, Gretch identifies different DDAs using a unified set of hardware

structures. This allows Gretch to deliver performance benefits across different graph represen-

tations. Second, Gretch uses the interaction of memory accesses issued by GA workloads and

a conventional stride prefetcher to accurately identify DDAs in the presence of out-of-order in-

struction scheduling. As a result, Gretch does not require any hardware-software communication

from the framework to guide its operation. Our evaluation shows that Gretch provides an average

performance improvement of 37% over no prefetching, 25% over SP, and 22% over the best DDA-

specific prefetcher across different GA workloads and frameworks with only 1% increase in power

consumption compared to no prefetching.
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